
RCA Web Team Meeting Sunday March 3, 2019 11 AM EST 
 
Attendees: Mark, Annette, Alan, Dan, Vicki Mills 
 
Check-ins, Serenity Prayer, Safety Guidelines, Timer appointed.  
Acceptance of Agenda, Secretary appointed: Vicki Mills 
Vote about recording meeting after check-ins and putting on website: unanimous yes. 
 
Mark reported that there will be some training for team leaders who will be editing the 
website. Mark will video record training for us. Tech team going well, new recruits will be 
welcomed. 
 
Dan reported updates on Merchandising. We are shipping by weight-based shipping 
domestically for US and Canada; that will make charges and record-keeping more accurate and 
easier.  

Dan wants to get the International shipping economical/feasible for those outside the 
US and Canada. He is working with a subcommittee to research how to do this. Customers do 
see the accurate invoices now.  

California taxes sidetracked progress, but they are handled. We have systems in place to 
be able to stay current. Media shipping cannot be used for coins and medallions, so we have 
split the shipping packaging. Reports so far do not show refunds. Vicki M will be helping Betsy 
learn how to enter data so future record keeping, and then tax reporting, will be easier and 
timely. 
 
Dan reported on trademark and registration progress. “RCA” trademark soon to be approved. 
Dan now has the 8 specimens needed to complete registration for the standalone RCA item in 
our literature. There may be a fee to pay because Dan may have had to switch from “currently 
in use in commerce” to “planning to use in commerce” and back now to “currently in use in 
commerce.” That might cost $200. He said the German edition is now on Amazon. He discussed 
the question if we want to try to get use of “RCA” as a separate item for on the website. It is 
different than for literature. Trademarks only cover our RCA literature at this point. If we have 
to separately apply, it will cost $225. Discussion of future use of copyright and trademark 
symbols. Discussion of getting the LOGO copyrighted and what that would involve in regard to 
“artistic value” and it is low on Dan’s list at this point. Dan will send out information to all of us 
on the team information about trademark approval; there doesn’t seem to be any confusion 
with other groups’ similarities; at this point no objections were made by any other groups, so it 
appears our applications have been approved. 
 
Annette discussed “branding” and the value that having our books and pamphlets look “all of 
one family” as RCA. 
 
Feb 6th Erin posted the new covers, view RCA properly standing alone on the covers. 
 



Alan:  Discussion about Facebook – what should he post on Facebook. Maybe not use any 
copyright symbols in that regard – only can be used on literature at this point. Transition of 
website – Alan recalls that he gave about 50 responses to people needing help and requesting it 
through the RCA Facebook page. He spends about 5 minutes a day on average now. There were 
only three requests through Facebook in February, probably because now the website is 
working well. He hopes to find someone to help with Facebook soon due to health reasons. 
 
Annette: Events – only one event was posted recently. She is preparing the committee pages 
and wants to update those service pages. She is prepared to fill these out as soon as she gets 
more information from the committees. She plans on sending emails out to all the committee 
chairs to encourage them sending her information about their committees.  Annette will post 
the International Speaker Meetings in Events as well as in Meetings. This will give special play 
to this speaker meeting because we get a lot of requests for special speakers. 
 
Website posting policy for Meetings: very important for us to finalize a web policy form so that 
all groups can fill them out – annually or bi-annually were the suggestions. We need a policy for 
proper posting on the website. Tami may have information on this from the 2011-2012 time 
frame. Briefly mentioned Chapter 9 meetings that want to be posted on our website but are 
not actual RCA meetings that follow RCA guidelines. If anyone wants to be on this 
subcommittee, please contact Mark. 
 
Grief group discussion about getting a policy of how to deal with support of RCA members who 
lose a spouse.  Current meeting attendance; separate grief meeting; perhaps this group could 
be part of the website posting policy sub committee to identify and discuss to to treat other 
special focus meetings. Establishing a view of how the traditions would be followed. If we open 
up “exceptions” that could make it be very difficult. 
 
Our next meeting, Sunday April 7th. Remember Daylight Savings time will have been in effect. 
 
Closed meeting after about an hour. 
 
Respectfully submitted, Vicki M irw Dick 


